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ABSTRACT
In the near future, clouds will provide situational monitoring ser-
vices using streaming data. Examples of such services include
health monitoring, stock market monitoring, shopping cart moni-
toring, and emergency control and threat management. Offering
such services require securely processing data streams generated
by multiple, possibly competing and/or complementing, organiza-
tions. Processing of data streams also should not cause any overt or
covert leakage of information across organizations. We propose an
information flow control model adapted from the Chinese Wall pol-
icy that can be used to protect against sensitive data disclosure. We
propose architectures that are suitable for securely and efficiently
processing streaming information belonging to different organiza-
tions. We discuss how performance can be further improved by
sharing the processing of multiple queries. We demonstrate the
feasibility of our approach by implementing a prototype of our sys-
tem and show the overhead incurred due to the information flow
constraints.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]:
[Security and Protection]

Keywords
Chinese Wall Policy; Information Flow; Data Streams; Clouds

1. INTRODUCTION
Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs) [1, 6, 9, 8, 14,

7, 16] are needed for situation monitoring applications that col-
lect high-speed data, run continuous queries to process them, and
compute results on-the-fly to detect events of interest. Consider
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one potential situation monitoring application – collecting real-time
streaming audit data to thwart various types of attacks in a cloud en-
vironment. Detecting such precursors to attacks may involve ana-
lyzing streaming audit data belonging to various, possibly compet-
ing and/or complementing, organizations. Consequently, it is im-
portant to protect such data from unauthorized disclosure and modi-
fication. Moreover, the processing of continuous queries should not
cause leakage or modification of sensitive data. Towards this end,
we redesign a DSMS such that it can process information gener-
ated in a multi-domain environment, each consisting of competing
entities, in a secure manner.

Researchers have worked on secure data and query processing in
the context of DSMSs. However, almost all of these works focus
on providing access control to streaming data [20, 13, 22, 12, 21,
4, 5]. Controlling access is not enough to prevent security breaches
in cloud computing applications where illegal information flow can
occur across multiple domains. The existence of covert and overt
channels can cause sensitive information to be illegally passed from
one domain to another. We need to prevent unauthorized access but
also ensure the absence of such illegal information flow. Towards
this end, we propose an information flow control model adapted
from the Chinese Wall policy [23] that can be used to provide se-
cure processing of streaming data generated from multiple organi-
zations.

A cloud contains a set of companies that offer services. In or-
der to keep the cloud operational, it is important to detect security
and performance problems in a timely manner. Thus, auditing live
events streaming from the cloud is very essential. Services offered
in a cloud can be competing or complementing. To detect attacks
and performance issues, the cloud has to be audited as a whole,
though the audit events may be generated by competing or comple-
menting companies. Chinese Wall policy aims to protect disclosure
of company sensitive information to potentially competing organi-
zations, but does not deal with complementing organizations. In a
cloud, companies are organized into various domains based on the
types of services they provide. Each of these domains forms a con-
flict of interest (COI) class. Companies in the same COI class are
in direct competition. We must aim to prevent leakage of a com-
pany’s sensitive information to other organizations belonging to the
same COI class. Companies that offer complementing services can
be assigned a complementing interest (CI) class. Companies in the
same COI class cannot be in the same CI. Companies belonging
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Figure 1: Multi-Tier Architecture of a Cloud

to the same CI have no such direct competition and do not require
trusted entities to manage their information.

Streaming audit data generated by various organizations must
be analyzed in real-time to detect the presence of various types of
attacks. A company may want to audit its own data to detect ma-
licious insider threats. Sometimes it may be needed to detect a
denial-of-service attack for a particular type of service offered by
companies in a COI class. On the other hand, detecting the delay
between the service request and response may involve analyzing
audit streams in a service chain invocation that has multiple com-
panies belonging to some CI class. For each such case, it should be
possible to detect the attack without causing a company’s sensitive
information from being leaked to its competitors.

Our goal in this paper is not to address potential security attacks
in the cloud. We focus on how streaming data generated by various
organizations can be processed in a secure manner so as to protect
against unauthorized disclosure and modification. Our threat model
is that processing units may contain unintentional bugs or trojan
horses that cause information leakage. We also want protection
from honest but curious users who want to know information that
they are not authorized to access. We do not address denial-of-
service attacks. We assume that the underlying infrastructure is
trusted.

In this work, we start with identifying the access requirements
and the information flow constraints for processing streaming au-
dit data in a cloud computing environment. We adapt the Chinese
Wall policy formulated by Sandhu [23] to formalize the informa-
tion flow constraints in clouds. We demonstrate how cloud com-
puting queries can be formulated and provide an architecture for
executing such queries. We demonstrate how multiple queries can
share their computation to improve performance and provide good
resource utilization. We also implement a prototype to demonstrate
the feasibility of our approach and show how the performance is
impacted by the information flow constraints.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present an architecture for processing continuous queries generated
from the various tiers in the cloud. In Section 3, we present our in-
formation flow control model that formulates the rules for access-
ing data streams generated by various organizations in the cloud.
In Section 4, we present some example queries that are executed in
the cloud. In order to accelerate throughput, we show how contin-
uous queries can be shared in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss
our prototype and show some performance results. In Section 7, we
mention a few related work. In Section 8, we conclude the paper
with pointers to future work.

2. CONTINUOUS QUERY PROCESSING
ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present our example application that motivates
the need for secure stream processing in cloud computing environ-
ments. We have a service that aims to prevent and detect attacks
in real-time in the cloud. Such a service provides warning about
various types of attacks, often involving multiple organizations.

Figure 1 shows a multi tier architecture of the cloud adopted
from [26]. Various types of auditing may take place in the cloud.
The first level is thecompany auditing tier, not explicitly shown in
Figure 1, that is represented by the users connected to some service.
In this tier, the activities pertaining to an organization are analyzed
in isolation. The next level is theservice auditing tier, identified
by shaded ellipses that contain sets of resources and services. Each
shaded ellipse depicts vertically compatible services or resources;
this implies the services or resources that can be functionally sub-
stituted for each other, possibly on demand. Thecloud auditing
tier is shown with connecting dark arrows, which depicts the in-
ternal communication within the cloud due to a service invocation
chain.

Various types of audit streams must be captured to detect the dif-
ferent types of attacks that may take place in a cloud. The company
auditing tier logs the activities of the various users in the organi-
zation. If the behavior of an authorized user does not follow his
usual pattern, we can perform analysis to determine if the user’s
authentication information has been compromised. This tier is re-
sponsible for analyzing the audit streams of individual companies
in isolation. Typically, at this layer, the audit streams generated by
a single company are analyzed.

The service auditing tier logs information pertaining to the var-
ious companies who provide similar services. Session Manager
at this tier can detect whether there is a denial-of-service attack
targeted at a specific type of service. Session Manager analyzes
audit streams generated from multiple competing organizations, so
we need to protect against information leakage and corruption. In
short, the Session Manager needs to analyze data from one or more
companies belonging to the same COI class.

The cloud auditing tier collects audit information pertaining to a
service invocation chain and is able to detect the presence of man-
in-the-middle attack. Cloud Provider is responsible for analyzing
audit streams from multiple organizations associated with service
invocation chains, but the organizations may not have conflict of
interest. Thus, at this tier, the audit streams from the companies
belonging to one or more CI classes are analyzed.
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Figure 2: CQ Processing Architecture

In order to detect and warn against these attacks, continuous
queries must be executed on the streaming data belonging to vari-
ous organizations. Queries must be processed such that there are no
overt or covert leakage of information across competing organiza-
tions. We assign security levels to categorize the various classes of
data that are being generated and collected at the various tiers. The
security level of the data determines who can access and modify it.
In the next section, we discuss how security levels are assigned to
various classes of data.

We propose the architecture shown in Figure 2 that provides a
way to capture events from the cloud, monitor them, and trigger
alerts. The architecture uses concepts based on cloud computing
[26], data stream processing [16, 8, 6, 17], event processing [15,
3], Chinese wall security [23], replicated and trusted multilevel
database management [2] and multilevel secure data stream man-
agement system [5].

As shown in Figure 2 there are several services offered in the
cloud. Audit data generated by the services are sent to the DSMS.
For this paper, we consider a centralized DSMS architecture. Com-
patible services are grouped and they interact based on client needs.
Servers contain event detectors that monitor and detect occurrence
of interesting events. The detectors sanitize and propagate the events
to the data stream management system, which arrive at the stream
source operator. This operator checks for the level of the incoming
audit events and propagates them to the appropriate query proces-
sor’s input queue. The query processor architecture is based on the
replicated model, where there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween query processors and security levels. A query specified by a
user at a particular level is executed by the query processor running
at that level. Also a query processor at some level can only process
data that it is authorized to view. After processing the query re-
sults are disseminated to authorized users via the output queues of
queries. In addition to the query processors and stream source op-
erator the data stream management system contains various other
components (trusted and untrusted) as discussed in the implemen-
tation and experimental evaluation section.

3. INFORMATION FLOW MODEL
In the following, we present an information flow model for cloud

applications to protect against improper leakage and disclosure. We

provide an information flow model that is adapted from the lattice
structure for Chinese Wall proposed by Sandhu [23].

We have a set of companies that provide services in the clouds.
The companies are partitioned into conflict of interest classes based
on the type of services they provide. Companies providing the same
type of service are in direct competition with each other. Conse-
quently, it is important to protect against disclosure of sensitive in-
formation to competing organizations. We begin by defining how
the conflict of interest classes are represented.

DEFINITION 1. [Conflict of Interest Class Representation:]
The set of companies providing service to the cloud are partitioned
into a set of n conflict of interest classes, which we denote by COI1,
COI2, . . ., and COIn. Each conflict of interest class is represented
as COIi , where1≤ i ≤ n. Conflict of interest class COIi consists of
a set of mi companies, where mi ≥ 1, that is COIi = {1,2,3, . . . ,mi}.

On the other hand, a set of companies, who are not in compe-
tition with each other, may provide complementing services in the
cloud. A single company can provide some service, and sometimes
multiple companies may together offer a set of services. In the fol-
lowing, we define the notion of complementing interest (CI) class
and show how it is represented.

DEFINITION 2. [Complementing Interest Class Representa-
tion:] The set of companies providing complementing services is
represented as an n-element vector[i1, i2, . . . , in], where ik ∈COIk
∪ {⊥} and 1 ≤ k ≤ n. ik =⊥ signifies that the CI class does not
contain services from any company in the conflict of interest class
COIk. ik ∈COIk indicates that the CI class contains services from
the corresponding company in conflict of interest class COIk. Our
representation forbids multiple companies that are part of the same
COI class from being assigned to the same complementing interest
class.

We next define the security structure of our model. Each data
stream, as well as the individual tuples constituting it, is associ-
ated with a security level that captures its sensitivity. Security level
associated with a data stream dictates which entities can access
or modify it. Input data stream generated by an individual orga-
nization offering some service has a security level that captures
the organizational information. Input streams may be processed
by the DSMS to generatederived streams. Derived data streams
may contain information about multiple companies, some of which
are in the same COI class and others may belong to different COI
classes. Before describing how to assign security levels to derived
data streams, we show how security levels are represented.

DEFINITION 3. [Security Level Representation:] A security
level is represented as an n-element vector[i1, i2, . . . , in], where ij ∈
COIj ∪ {⊥} ∪ {T} and1≤ j ≤ n. i j =⊥ signifies that the data
stream does not contain information from any company in COIj ;
i j = T signifies that the data stream contains information from two
or more companies belonging to COIj ; i j ∈COIj denotes that the
data stream contains information from the corresponding company
in COIj .

Consider the case where we have 3 COI classes, namely,COI1,
COI2, andCOI3. COI1, COI2, andCOI3 have 5, 3, and 2 compa-
nies, respectively. The audit stream generated by Company 5 in
COI1 has a security level of[5,⊥,⊥]. Similarly, the audit stream
generated by Company 2 inCOI3 has a security level[⊥,⊥,2].
When audit streams generated from multiple companies are com-
bined, the information contained in this derived stream has a higher



security level. For example, audit stream having level[5,⊥,2] con-
tains information about Company 5 inCOI1 and Company 2 in
COI3. It is also possible for audit streams to have information from
multiple companies belonging to the sameCOI class. For example,
a security level of[5,⊥,T] indicates that the data stream has in-
formation from Company 5 inCOI1, does not contain information
from COI2, and information about multiple companies inCOI3.
We also have a level[⊥,⊥,⊥] which we callpublic and that has
no company specific information. The level[T,T,T] correspond
to level trustedand it contains information pertaining to multiple
companies in each COI class and can be only accessed by trusted
entities. We next define dominance relation between security lev-
els.

DEFINITION 4. [Dominance Relation:] LetL be the set of se-
curity levels, L1 and L2 be two security levels, where L1,L2 ∈ L .
We say security level L1 is dominated by L2, denoted by L1 ¹ L2,
when the following conditions hold: (∀ik = 1,2, . . . ,n)(L1[ik] =
L2[ik]∨ L1[ik] =⊥ ∨L2[ik] = T). For any two levels, Lp, Lq ∈ L ,
if neither Lp ¹ Lq, nor Lq ¹ Lp, we say that Lp and Lq are incom-
parable.

The dominance relation is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transi-
tive. The levelpublic, denoted by[⊥,⊥,⊥], is dominated by all the
other levels. Similarly, the leveltrusted, denoted by[T,T,T], dom-
inates all the other levels. Note that the dominance relation defines
a lattice structure, where levelpublicappears at the bottom and the
level trustedappears at the top. Incomparable levels are not con-
nected in this lattice structure. In our earlier example, level[5,⊥
,⊥] is dominated by[5,⊥,2] and [5,⊥,T]. [5,⊥,2] is dominated
by [5,⊥,T]. That is,[5,⊥,⊥] ¹ [5,⊥,2] and [5,⊥,2] ¹ [5,⊥,T].
[5,⊥,⊥] and[⊥,⊥,2] are incomparable.

Each data stream is associated with a security level. Each of the
tuples constituting the data stream also has a security level assigned
to it. Thus, the schema of the data stream has an attribute called
level that captures the security level of tuples. The level attribute is
generated automatically by the system and cannot be modified by
the users. Note that, the security level of an individual tuple in a
data stream is dominated by the level of the data stream. When a
DSMS operation is executed on multiple input tuples, each having
its own security level, an output tuple is produced. The security
level of the output tuple is the least upper bound (LUB) of the se-
curity levels of the input tuples.

In our work, various types of queries are executed to detect se-
curity and performance problems. Each continuous queryQi , sub-
mitted by a process, inherits the security level of the process. We
require a queryQi to obey the simple security property and the re-
stricted⋆-property of the Bell-Lapadula model [10].

1. QueryQi with L(Qi) = C can read a data streamx only if
L(x) ¹C.

2. QueryQi with L(OPi) = C can write a data streamx only if
L(x) = C.

Note that, for our example, a process executing at level[5,⊥,T]
can execute streams belonging to Company 5 inCOI1 and all com-
panies inCOI3 and also streams derived from them. Thus, the pro-
cess is trusted w.r.t.COI3, but not w.r.t. the other COI classes. Our
information flow model thus provides a finer granularity of trust
than provided by the earlier models. Our goal is to allow informa-
tion flow only from the dominated levels to the dominating ones.
All other information flow, either overtly or covertly, should be dis-
allowed by our architecture.

4. QUERY PROCESSING IN CLOUD DSMS
In this section, first we discuss the different types of queries that

can be executed on cloud audit data at the different tiers.

4.1 Cloud CQL Queries
Consider a simple application that tries to detect example denial-

of-service attacks in the cloud. We have two conflict of interest
classes denoted byCOI1 andCOI2. The constituent companies in
each COI class is given by,COI1 = {1,2} andCOI2 = {A,B,C}.
Examples of security levels in our configuration are[⊥,⊥] (public
knowledge),[T,T] (completely trusted),[1,⊥] (data from 1),[⊥
,T] (trusted w.r.t. COI2), [1,B] (data from 1 andB), [1,T] (data
from 1 in COI1 and trusted w.r.t.COI2). Continuous queries are
executed at various tiers to detect performance delays and possibly
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. In any given tier, different types
of DoS attacks may occur – some involving the data belonging to
single organizations, others involving data belonging to multiple
organizations. Thus, a tier can have query processors at different
levels, each of which executes queries on data that it is authorized
to view and modify.

We consider a single data stream, calledMessageLog, that con-
tains the audit stream data associated with message events, such as
send andreceive. MessageLog is obtained fromSystemLog by
filtering the events related to sending and receiving the messages.
Note that,MessageLog in reality may contain many other fields, but
we only deal with those that are pertinent to this example. The var-
ious attributes inMessageLog areserviceId, msgType, sender,
receiver, timestamp, outcome. serviceId is a unique identifier
associated with each service;msgType gives the type of message
which is eithersend or receive; sender (receiver) gives the id
of the organization sending (receiving) the message;timestamp
is the time when the event (send or receive) occurred;outcome
denotessuccess or failure of the event. In addition to these at-
tributes, we have an attribute referred to aslevel that represents
the security level of the tuple. Thelevel attribute is assigned by
the system and it cannot be modified by the user.

MessageLog(serviceId, msgType, sender, receiver,
timestamp, outcome)

The queries are expressed using the CQL language [7]. We de-
scribe the various types of queries that can be executed at the vari-
ous tiers.

4.1.1 Company Auditing Tier
In the company auditing tier, companies have access only to their

own audit records.
In this section we give some sample queries that are executed by

Company1to detect performance delays and DoS attacks. All the
queries are executed at level[1,⊥].
Query 1 (Q1)

Company1requests service fromCompanyB. It is trying to check
the times when such message could be successfully delivered.

SELECT timestamp FROM MessageLog
WHERE msgType = "send" AND outcome = "success"

AND receiver = "CompanyB"

Query 2 (Q2)
Company1requests service fromCompanyB. It is trying to check

the times when such message could not be successfully delivered.

SELECT timestamp FROM MessageLog
WHERE msgType = "send" AND outcome = "failure"

AND receiver = "CompanyB"



4.1.2 Service Auditing Tier
Service auditing tier receives log records from all the companies

making use of some service. However, as the queries below demon-
strate, not all the queries need to access all the data from the same
COI class.
Query 3 (Q3): Level [⊥,B]
Log records received at the service auditing tier can be analyzed by
the Session Manager to find out whetherCompanyBis not available
for some service.

SELECT timestamp FROM MessageLog
WHERE msgType = "send" AND outcome = "failure"

AND receiver = "CompanyB"

Query 4 (Q4): Level [⊥,T]
Session Manager may wish to find out whether all companies in
COI2 are target of some DoS attacks.

SELECT timestamp FROM MessageLog
WHERE msgType = "send" AND outcome = "failure"

AND receiver = "CompanyB" OR
receiver = "CompanyA" OR
receiver = "CompanyC"

4.1.3 Cloud Auditing Tier
Cloud auditing tier gets log records pertaining to all the services.

However, the various queries will have different types of security
requirements.
Query 5 (Q5): Level [1,B]
Cloud Provider may want to look at all records pertaining toserviceId
5 and measure the delays in order to detect possible man-in-the-
middle attack.serviceId 5 involvesCompany1andCompanyB.

SELECT MIN(timestamp), MAX(timestamp)
FROM MessageLog [ROWS 100]
WHERE outcome = "success" AND serviceId = "5"

Query 6 (Q6): Level [1,B]

Cloud Provider wants to find the delay encountered byCom-
pany1between sending the request and receiving the service from
CompanyBfor the last 100 tuples.

SELECT R.timestamp - S.timestamp AS delay
FROM MessageLog R[Rows 100], MessageLog S[Rows 100]
WHERE S.msgType = "send" AND S.outcome = "success"
AND R.msgType = "receive" AND R.outcome = "success"
AND R.receiver = "Company1" AND R.sender = "CompanyB"
AND S.receiver = "CompanyB" AND S.sender = "Company1"
AND S.serviceId = R.serviceId

Query 7 (Q7): Level [T,T]
Cloud Provider may want to find out the delay incurred in the dif-
ferent service invocation chains.

SELECT MIN(timestamp), MAX(timestamp)
FROM MessageLog[ROWS 100]

WHERE outcome = "success"
GROUP BY serviceId

4.2 Execution of Cloud Queries
For each tier, we may have one or multiple query processors. In

the Company Auditing Tier, we have a single query processor for
analyzing each company data. Thus,Company1has a single query

 select (msgType=send , 

receiver = CompanyB, 

outcome = success)

MessaeLog

seq-win

output Q1

project timestamp

synopsis

 select (msgType=send , 

receiver = CompanyB, 

outcome = failure)

MessaeLog

seq-win

output Q2

project timestamp

synopsis

Figure 3: Operator Tree for Q1 and Q2

processor at level[1,⊥]. In the Service Auditing Tier, we may have
one or more query processors running at different levels. In our
examples, we can have a query processor at level[⊥,B] and another
one at[⊥,T]. Alternatively, we can use[⊥,T] to process both the
queries. Using[⊥,T] to process the query at level[⊥,B] comes at
a cost: the query submitted at[⊥,B] must be rewritten such that it
can access only those tuples that it is authorized to view. Similarly,
for the Cloud Auditing Tier, we may have a single query processor
at level [T,T] or two query processors: one at level[1,B] and the
other at[T,T].

When a query has been submitted by a user, it must be rewrit-
ten to ensure that no unauthorized tuples are returned to the user.
Our query rewriting algorithm modifies the algorithm in the follow-
ing ways. LetQx be the original query submitted at levelL(Qx).
Let selectCond(Qx) andwindow(Qx) be the selection and window
condition associated with the query. The query rewriting algorithm
restricts the window to filter those tuples that the query is autho-
rized to view; this is denoted by|window(Qx)|LQx

. Note that, all
queries may not have a window operator. In such cases, the query
rewriting algorithm adds a new security conjunct to the existing se-
lection condition. This conjunct ensures that the tuples satisfying
the query is dominated by the level of the query. The query rewrit-
ing algorithm is given below.

Algorithm 1 : Secure Query Rewriting

INPUT : (Qx)
OUTPUT: OPT(Q′

x) representing the rewritten query
if window(Qx) 6= {} then

window(Qx) = |window(Qx)|L(Qx)

end
else

selectCond(Qx) = selectCond(Qx)∪ (level¹ L(Qx))
end

Let us considerQ5once again that is submitted at Level[1,B].

SELECT MIN(timestamp), MAX(timestamp)
FROM MessageLog [ROWS 100]
WHERE outcome = "success" AND serviceId = "5"

If this query is executed by the query processor at Level[1,B],
no rewriting is needed. However, if the query is executed at Level
[T,T], the query must be rewritten to ensure that it can view only
authorized information. In such a case, the query is rewritten as
follows:



 select (msgType=send , 

receiver=CompanyB)

MessaeLog

seq-win

output Q1

project timestamp

synopsis

select

outcome=success

 select (msgType=send , 

receiver = CompanyB)

MessaeLog

seq-win

output Q2

project timestamp

synopsis

select

outcome=failure

Figure 4: Overlapping Nodes Decomposed inQ1 and Q2

SELECT MIN(timestamp), MAX(timestamp) FROM
MessageLog [ROWS 100 WHERE Level DOMINATED BY [1,B]]

WHERE outcome = "success" AND serviceId = "5"

Next, the secure queries are represented in the form of an opera-
tor tree. The formal definition of an operator tree appears below.

DEFINITION 5. [Operator Tree:] An operator treefor a query
Qx, represented in the form ofOPT(Qx), consists of a set of nodes
NQx and a set of edges EQx. Each internal node Ni corresponds
to some operator in the query Qx. Each edge(i, j) in this tree
connecting node Ni to node Nj signifies that the output of node Ni
is the input to node Nj . Each node Ni has a label that provides
details about processing the corresponding operator. The name
component of the label, denoted by Ni .op, specifies the type of the
operator, such as,select, project, join and average. The param-
eter component of the label, represented by Ni .parm, denotes the
set of conjuncts for theselectoperator or the set of attributes for
theprojectoperator. The synopsis component, denoted by Ni .syn, is
needed for operators specified with windows that require a set of tu-
ples to accumulate before processing can start, such as,join, count,
andsum. The synopsis component has two attributes, namely, type
and size, that specify the type of window (tuple-based, time-based)
and its size. The input queue component of the label, denoted by
Ni .inputQueue, lists the input streams needed by the operator. The
output queue component, denoted by Ni .out putQueue, indicates the
output streams produced by the operator that can be used by the
vertices or sent as response to the user. The leaf nodes of the op-
erator tree represent the source nodes for the data streams and the
root nodes are the sink nodes receiving output.

The operator trees forQ1 andQ2 are shown in Figure 3. Note
that, an operator tree has all the information needed for processing
the query.

5. QUERY SHARING
Typically, in a DSMS there can be several queries that are being

executed concurrently. Query sharing will increase the efficiency of
these queries and save resources such as CPU cycles and memory
usage. Query sharing obviates the need for evaluating the same
operator(s) multiple times if different queries need it. In such a
case, the operator trees of different queries can be merged.

 select (msgType=send , 

receiver=CompanyB)

MessaeLog

seq-win

output Q1

project timestamp

synopsis

select

outcome=success

output Q2

project timestamp

select

outcome=failure

Figure 5: Merged Operator Trees ofQ1 and Q2

We next formalize basic operations that are used for comparing
the nodes belonging to different operator trees. Such operations
are needed to evaluate whether sharing is possible or not between
queries. We begin with the equivalence operator. If a pair of nodes
belonging to different operator trees is equivalent, then only one
node needs to be computed for evaluating the queries correspond-
ing to these different operator trees.

DEFINITION 6. [Equivalent Nodes:] Node Ni ∈ NQx is said to
beequivalentto node Nj ∈ NQy, denoted by Ni ≡ Nj , where Ni , Nj
are in the operator trees OPT(Qx), OPT(Qy) respectively, if the
following condition holds: Ni .op= Nj .op∧Ni .parm= Nj .parm∧
Ni .syn= Nj .syn∧Ni .inputQueue= Nj .inputQueue

In Figure 3, theseq-winoperator nodes are equivalent in the two
given operator trees. Two nodes may not be equivalent, but they
may have common subexpressions; we may wish to process such
subexpressions only once. For example, theselectnodes in the
two trees are not equivalent, but they have common subexpressions.
This leads to the definition ofoverlapping nodes.

DEFINITION 7. [Overlapping Nodes:] Node Ni ∈ NQx is said
to beoverlappingwith node Nj ∈ NQy, denoted by Ni ≡ Nj , where
Ni , Nj are in the operator trees OPT(Qx), OPT(Qy) respectively,
if the following condition holds: Ni .op = Nj .op∧ Ni.op is non
blocking operator, ∧Ni .parm∩Nj .parm 6= {}∧Ni .inputQueue=
Nj .inputQueue

Each of the overlapping nodes is decomposed into two nodes as
follows.

DEFINITION 8. [Decomposition of Overlapping Nodes:]Node
Ni that overlaps with node Nj is decomposed into node Nk and N′

i
as follows.



1. Nk.op= Ni .op and N′i .op= Ni .op
2. Nk.inputQueue= Ni .inputQueue and

N′
i .inputQueue= Nk.out putQueue

3. Nk.parm= Ni .parm∩Nj .parm and
N′

i .parm= Ni .parm−Nk.parm, if Ni .op= select
4. Nk.parm= Ni .parm∪Nj .parm and

N′
i .parm= Ni .parm, if Ni .op= pro ject

Theselectnodes inQ1 andQ2 are overlapping, so they are each
decomposed into two nodes as shown in Figure 4.

If two operator trees have equivalent nodes, they are said toover-
lap. The formal definition appears below.

DEFINITION 9. [Overlap of Operator Trees:] Two operator
trees OPT(Qx) and OPT(Qy) are said tooverlap if OPT(Qx) 6≡
OPT(Qy) and there exists a pair of nodes Ni and Nj where Ni ∈NQx

and Nj ∈ NQy such that Ni ≡ Nj .

Algorithm 2 : Merge Operator Trees

INPUT : OPT(Qx) andOPT(Qy)
OUTPUT: OPT(Qxy) representing the merged operator tree
Initialize NQxy = {}
Initialize EQxy = {}

foreachnode Ni ∈ NQx do
NQxy = NQxy ∪Ni

end
foreachedge(i, j) ∈ EQx do

EQxy = EQxy ∪edge(i, j)
end
foreachnode Ni ∈ NQy do

if 6 ∃Nj ∈ NQxy such that Ni ≡ Nj then
NQxy = NQxy ∪Ni

end
end
foreachedge(i, j) ∈ EQy do

if edge(i, j) 6∈ EQxy then
EQxy = EQxy ∪edge(i, j)

end
end

When operator trees corresponding to two queries overlap, we
can generate the merged operator tree using Algorithm 2. The
merged operator tree signifies the processing of the partially shared
queries. The two operator trees shown in Figure 4 can now be
merged. The merged tree appears in Figure 5.

6. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
We have developed the replicated CW-DSMS shown in Figure 6.

This system is a modified version of the Stanford STREAM DSMS
[6]. The CW-DSMS supports: (i) multi-user server with user au-
thentication, (ii) replicated query processors executing at different
security levels, (iii) a global trusted scheduler that schedules opera-
tors across all query processors, (iv) a global trusted interpretation
unit that supports centralized query plan generation for all query
processors, (v) trusted stream shepherd operator that takes trusted
streams and outputs streams based on the security level of the query
processor, (vi) security level aware windows, (vii) security level
aware query operators i.e., modification to blocking operators (e.g.,
join, average) to create output tuples with appropriate level identi-
fication, and (viii) single security level input streams and tuples.

The trusted command unitshown in Figure 6 is responsible for
handling client communication, authentication, and query proces-
sor instantiation. It accepts queries at different security levels. The
authentication moduleperforms user authentication and security
level verification and assignment. Thequery processor identifier
(QPI) modulegets user’s client ID, security level and query spec-
ifications from the authentication module. The QPI maintains the
list of currently running query processors. The QPI first checks
whether the user queries can be executed in one of the query pro-
cessors by matching the incoming and existing security levels. If
Yes, user’s client ID as well as all the input queries are bound to
that processor. IfNo, a new query processor is created at that level.
This approach allows starting query processors on demand. The
maximum number of query processors is bounded by the number
of security levels supported. In addition, the trusted command unit
still controls the query operations like commit and abort with the
help of the QPI module.

Thetrusted interpretation unitis responsible for generating query
plans and setting up the operators in the scheduler. This unit re-
ceives user and query information from the trusted command unit.
It creates the physical and logical query plans. It sends the phys-
ical plans to the appropriate query processor based on the user’s
security level. The list of operators (also the physical plan) is sent
to the trusted scheduler. The modified built-in interpretation com-
ponents (parser, semantic interpreter,and logical plan generator)
and the execution unit of the query processor handle CW security
extensions.

As shown in Figure 6 the server has multiplequery processors
running at different security levels, but, only one trusted interpre-
tation unit and trusted scheduler. Each query processor contains an
input unit, execution unit, and output unit. Theinput unit can ac-
cept input streams from outside sources through the trusted stream
shepherd unit. It can also accept the output streams produced from
other queries processed by the same query processor. Theexecution
unit is used by the server to execute physical plans continuously.
This unit contains the physical operators and their corresponding
algorithms. We have modified the window processing so that it can
support conditions based on security levels. We have modified the
aggregate and join operator algorithms to compute the least upper
bound (LUB) of the input tuples and use that as the security level of
the output tuples. For example, if an aggregate operation computes
the maximum timestamp of three input tuples in levels[⊥,A], [⊥,B]
and[⊥,C], the output tuple is in level[⊥,T]. On the other hand, all
the operators are untrusted. The execution unit accepts the com-
mands from the trusted scheduler and executes the corresponding
operators. There is only one operator running at any point of time,
since we have only one scheduler. Theoutput unitsends the results
back to users continuously.

The trusted stream shepherd unithandles all input streams. It
contains the modified input operator (trusted stream shepherd op-
erator) that handles the trusted streams in different security levels
and sends it to the appropriate query processors.

In the vanilla STREAM prototype, the scheduler uses round robin
algorithm to schedule operators. We have modified the scheduler
so that it can handle scheduling of queries in more than one query
processor. The scheduler maintains all executing query plan in-
formation shared by the trusted interpretation unit. When a query
plan is received by the scheduler, operators in the plan are sched-
uled for execution from bottom to top order. The scheduler sends
out commands (including plan id and operator id) to the appropri-
ate query processor to start executing an operator. The operators
execute at least once per scheduling round. When a new plan ar-
rives at the scheduler, operators of that plan will be scheduled in



Figure 6: Prototype Architecture

the next execution round. Such mechanism prevents starvation of
late coming queries, as each operator is scheduled every round. In
every round, each operator processes a maximum of 170 data tu-
ples before switching to other operators. The DSMS can process a
maximum input 100,000 tuples per second. “First come first serve”
strategy is used for executing the query plans. We adapt the round-
robin method in our trusted scheduler which is able to schedule
operators across all query processors.

6.1 Experiments
We conducted experiments in the prototype to compare the per-

formance between the old vanilla DSMS and the redesigned CW-
DSMS. The experiments were conducted in a system with Intel i7
Q820 1.73GHZ quad core processor, 6GB RAM, and Ubuntu 11.10
64 bit operating system. Except experiment 6 (join operation), for
all other experiments, we used three different data sets with 2, 5,
and 10 million tuples with a data input rate of 50,000 tuples per
second. Each tuple is associated with a COI class in terms of [x,0]
or [0,y], wherex refers to company 1 or 2 andy can be one of the
companies A, B, or C. 0 means the public knowledge⊥. For all
experiments, the round robin method is used for operator schedul-
ing. We ran each experiment five times and discarded the first two
runs. The average execution time from the last three runs are shown

in Table 1. We measured the query execution time (the time taken
from first tuple entering the first operator of the query plan and last
tuple exiting the query) for the following experiments. We exe-
cuted Queries Q1 through Q6 that we discussed in Section 4 for
these experiments.

1. Experiment 1: Company auditing Query 1 in level [1,⊥]
In order to maximize the difference in execution time, we
used 100% selectivity (all tuples are in level [1,⊥]) on both
the systems, so that no tuples are filtered by the select op-
erator. As shown in Table 1 under Exp 1, the performance
overhead due to security modification to the vanilla DSMS is
negligible for all the data sets used, and it is between 0.003%
and 0.025%.

2. Experiment 2: Company auditing Query 2 in level [1,⊥]
In query 2, we used 50% selectivity. The performance over-
head is again negligible, and is between 0.002% and 0.017%.

3. Experiment 3: Service auditing Query 3 in level [⊥, B]
In the service auditing experiments 3 and 4, the input stream
has tuples at 5 different levels: [1,⊥], [2, ⊥], [⊥, A], [⊥, B]
and [⊥, C]. Tuples in each level occupied 20% of the input
stream. Since query 3 runs in level [⊥, B], only 20% tuples



Table 1: Performance Overhead of Chinese Wall Processing

from inputs should be processed by query 3. So in the vanilla
system we must include the condition based on security level
in the query:

Vanilla:
SELECT timestamp FROM MessageLog
WHERE msgType = "send" AND outcome = "failure"
AND receiver = "CompanyB" AND level = [0,B]

CW-DSMS [0,B]:
SELECT timestamp FROM MessageLog
WHERE msgType = "send" AND outcome = "failure"
AND receiver = "CompanyB"

In CW-DSMS, unqualified tuples i.e., tuples not in level [⊥,
B], are filtered by the trusted stream shepherd operator due
to the replicated architecture. The performance overhead is
between 0.005% and 0.027% for all data sets used, which is
again negligible.

4. Experiment 4: Service auditing Query 4 in level [⊥, T]
Using the same input from experiment 3, the selectivity be-
comes 60% because level [⊥, T] is authorized to access in-
puts with levels [⊥, A], [⊥, B] and [⊥, C].

Vanilla:
SELECT timestamp FROM MessageLog
WHERE msgType = "send" AND outcome = "failure"
AND (receiver = "CompanyB" OR receiver = "CompanyA"
OR receiver = "CompanyC")

AND (level = [0,A] OR level = [0,B] OR level = [0,C])

CW-DSMS [0,T]:
SELECT timestamp FROM MessageLog
WHERE msgType = "send" AND outcome = "failure"
AND (receiver = "CompanyB" OR receiver = "CompanyA"
OR receiver = "CompanyC")

The query language of CW-DSMS uses simplified form be-
cause of the replicated architecture. As shown in Table 1, the
performance overhead is between 0.003% and 0.023%.

5. Experiment 5: Cloud auditing Query 5 in level [1, B]: We
studied the overhead caused by the extra least upper bound
computations in CW-DSMS. The level of output tuple always
reflects the highest possible level (COI class) of all the input
tuples involved in the computation. Input tuples were either
at [1,⊥] or [⊥,B]. To maximize the difference, we used 100%
selectivity. The performance difference due to the LUB com-
putation is between 0.011% and 0.030%.

6. Experiment 6: Cloud auditing Query 6 in level [1, B] In
the join query, input stream R and S refer to the same input
stream source MessageLog. We set up 50% selectivity for
R and S respectively. To activate LUB computation on join,
input tuples were kept at either [1,⊥] or [⊥, B] and streamed
in a random fashion.

Since join is an expensive operation, the input rate of 50,000
tuples used in the previous experiments caused an overload



situation in both the systems. Thus, we reduced the data in-
put rate to 2,500 tuples per second. Accordingly, the data
sizes of the three input tuple sets were reduced to 100K,
250K, and 500K tuples, respectively. The performance over-
head is between 0.081% and 0.218%, which is higher than
the other experiments. On the other hand, the overhead is
still considered negligible as it is within 0.218%.

Experiments Summary: As shown in Table 1 and discussed
above, maximum overhead due to information flow constraints is
0.218% This demonstrates that the overhead due to addition of se-
curity constraints is negligble.

THEOREM 1. The proposed architecture ensures information
flow constraints.

PROOF. Let Q be a query submitted by a process at levell that
operates on the relations and streams in the DSMS. For each stream
accessed by the query, the query rewriting operator takes into ac-
count the security level of the query and only provides the projec-
tion of the respective stream that the process is authorized to view.
The query is then forwarded to the processor that executes in the
same level as the query.

The query processor at levell can view only those input tuples
whose levels are dominated byl and produce output streams at level
l . Thus, during query processing overt information flow can only
occur from levels dominated by levell to levell . In the proposed ar-
chitecture, levell receives tuples from dominated levels and stores
them at its own level. Thus, within the scope of our DSMS archi-
tecture there is no common storage that is shared across security
levels. Thus, a dominating level cannot manipulate the common
storage in our architecture to pass information to the dominated
level. This ensures that there are no covert storage channels. The
query processor at levell executes queries only in its allotted time
slot as decided by the trusted scheduler which ensures that there are
no timing channels.

The above claim holds only when we consider the architecture
in isolation. However, in real world this is never the case and it
is possible for the underlying framework to have covert channels.
For example, if the query processors at different levels are execut-
ing on the same server it is possible to have storage and/or timing
channels.

7. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will discuss works from closely related areas:

DSMS, DSMS security, and Chinese Wall policy.

Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs):Most of the
works carried out in DSMSs address various problems ranging from
theoretical results to implementing comprehensive prototypes on
how to handle data streams and produce near real-time response
without affecting the quality of service. Some of the research pro-
totypes include: Stanford STREAM Data Manager [8, 6], Aurora
[9], Borealis [1, 17], and MavStream [19].

DSMS Sharing: In general DSMSs like STREAM [8, 6], Au-
rora [9], and Borealis [1, 17], queries issued by the same user at
the same time can share the Seq-window operators and synopses.
In STREAM system, base Seq-window operators are reused by
queries on the identical streams. Instead building up sharing parts
between plans, Aurora research focus on providing better execu-
tion scheduling of large number queries, by batching operators as
atomic execution unit. In Borealis project, the information on input

data criteria from executing queries can be shared and modified by
new incoming queries. Here the execution of operators will be the
same but the input data criteria can be revised. Even though many
approaches target on better QoS in terms of scheduling and revis-
ing, sharing execution and computation among queries submitted
at different times by the same user or at the same time between
different users are not supported in general DSMS. Besides com-
mon source Seq-windows like regular DSMSs, sharing intermedi-
ate computation results is a better way to make big performance
achievement.

DSMS Security: There has been several recent works on secur-
ing DSMSs [20, 13, 22, 12, 21, 4] by providing role-based access
control. Though these systems support secure processing they do
not prevent illegal information flows. Punctuation-based enforce-
ment of RBAC over data streams is proposed in [22]. Access con-
trol policies are transmitted every time using one or more secu-
rity punctuations before the actual data tuple is transmitted. Query
punctuations define the privileges for a CQ. Both punctuations are
processed by a special filter operator (stream shield) that is part of
the query plan. Secure shared continuous query processing is pro-
posed in [4]. The authors present a three-stage framework to en-
force access control without introducing special operators, rewrit-
ing query plans, or affecting QoS delivery mechanisms. Support-
ing role-based access control via query rewriting techniques is pro-
posed in [13, 12]. To enforce access control policies, query plans
are rewritten and policies are mapped to a set of map and filter
operations. When a query is activated, the privileges of the query
submitter are used to produce the resultant query plan. The archi-
tecture proposed in [20] uses a post-query filter to enforce stream
level access control policies. The filter applies security policies af-
ter query processing but before a user receives the results from the
DSMS. Designing DSMS taking into account multilevel security
constraints has been addressed by researchers [5].

Chinese Wall Policy: Brewer and Nash [11] first demonstrated
how the Chinese Wall policy can be used to prevent consultants
from accessing information belonging to multiple companies in the
same conflict of interest class. However, the authors did not distin-
guish between human users and subjects that are processes running
on behalf of users. Consequently, the model proposed is very re-
strictive as it allows a consultant to work for one company only.
Sandhu [23] improves upon this model by making a clear distinc-
tion between users, principals, and subjects, defines a lattice-based
security structure, and shows how the Chinese Wall policy com-
plies with the Bell-Lapadula model [10].

Chinese Wall and Cloud Computing: Wu et al. [25] show
how the Chinese Wall policy can be used for information flow con-
trol in cloud computing. The authors enforce the policies at the
Infrastructure-as-a-Service layer. The authors developed a proto-
type to demonstrate the feasibility of their approach. In our cur-
rent work, we have adapted the Chinese Wall policy and demon-
strated how stream data generated from the various organizations
can be processed in a secure manner. Our work is addressed at
the Software-as-a-Service level. Tsai et al. [24] discusses how the
Chinese Wall policy can be used to prevent competing organiza-
tions virtual machines to be placed on the same physical machine.
Graph coloring is used for allocating virtual machines to physical
machines such that the Chinese Wall policies are satisfied and better
utilization of cloud resources is achieved. Jaeger et al. [18] argue
that covert channels are inevitable and propose the notion of risk
information flows that captures both overt and covert flows across



two security levels. Capturing both covert flows and overt flows in
a unified framework allows one to reason about the risks associated
with information leakage.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Data streams generated by various organizations in a cloud may

need to be analyzed in real-time for detecting critical events of in-
terest. Processing of such data streams should be done in a careful
and controlled manner such that company sensitive information is
not disclosed to competing organizations. We propose a secure in-
formation flow control model, adapted from the Chinese Wall pol-
icy, to be used for protecting sensitive company information. We
also provide architectures for executing continuous queries, such
that the information flow constraints are satisfied. We implemented
a prototype to demonstrate the feasibility of our ideas.

A lot of work remains to be done. We have assumed that cer-
tain components are trusted. We have made similar assumptions
about the underlying infrastructure. However, we have not explic-
itly stated our trust assumptions. We need to formally state and
analyze these assumptions in view of real-world constraints in or-
der to evaluate the security of our DSMS.

We plan to propose alternative architectures and do a compara-
tive study to find out which approach is the most suitable for pro-
cessing cloud streaming queries. We also plan to implement our
query sharing ideas. Thus, when a new query is submitted, we need
to check how plans for existing queries can be reused to improve
the performance. Note that, such verification must be carried out
dynamically. Towards this end, we plan to see how existing con-
straint solvers can be used to check for query equivalences. We also
plan to evaluate the performance impact of dynamic plan genera-
tion and equivalence evaluation. We also plan to investigate more
on how scheduling and load shedding can be done with information
flow constraints.
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